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Dorm intruder
still at large

were quite upset , while others said they
by Rebecca Watts
An unidentified man entered the "weren 't at all scared. " One woman
rooms of at least twelve women bet- said she wasn 't frightened , but added
ween 3 and 6 a.m. Monday. The man , it "certainly was kind of creepy wakaccording to the reports , was a Cauca- ing up with someone feeling your
sian approximately 5 feet 1G inches tall covers. "
Another similar , although probably
with close cut , curly dark hair. He was
wearing jeans and a denim jacket , ac- unrelated , incident occured at 4:30 the
same morning when a flasher exposed
cording to reports.
The man entered unlocked rooms in himself to two girls in the study cubes
Pepper , Foss, and the Heights. One of the Hillside. Dean of Students
woman in Pepper said she "woke up Janice Seitzinger said that it is unliketo having someone taking off first the ly that it was the same man because the
comforter and then the sheet. " When flasher -was dressed differently than the
she realized what was happening she man who entered women 's rooms. He
asked him who he was and what he was was wearing a trench coat and a condoing. He said his name was "Steve" cealing ski hat.
In response to these incidents , Joyce
and that he had corne from a party on
the third floor of Pepper and was look- McPhetres-Maisel , Associate Dean of
ing for "Diane. " He eventually left Students , spoke with head residents
. c>.
and issued emergency safety advisories
;< after repeated requests to do so.
: ~o
on Tuesday warning people to lock
There
were
no
reports
of
a
party
on
IK
I, >>
their doors.
f- O third floor Pepper at that time, or of
i O
McPhetres advised the head
! o any resident named Diane.
r sz
i a.
Similar events occured in the Heights residents to hold emergency hall
and Foss, with the man asking for dif- meetings or individually inform
ferent people , usually "Diane ," students of the situation.
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Colby 's Andy Spirito and Dave Dugan stop Bowdoin's Greg Bahannon for a short gain
Saturday. A Seaverns Field Homecoming crowd of nearly two thousand people watched
the Mules loose their season finale.

Faculty requests acceleration of divestment

by Bill Donahue
A resolution to accelerate Colby 's
divestment from South Africa passed
decisively at last Wednesday 's faculty
meeting. The proposal , which was introduced by Professor Thomas
Tietenberg, requests the Trustees to
begin divestment in April, 1986 "unless
there are positive signs of meaningful
change in South Africa " before then.
Teitenberg's document, which passed by a margin of 40-15, was a
substitute for a plan Professor Roger
Bowen introduced earlier in the
meeting . Like Bowen 's resolution , it
applauded the intent of the Trustees'
recent decision to begin divestment in
May, 1987, if the South African situation does not improve. Also , like
Bowen's resolution , it expressed some
regret concerning the decision to
postpone divestment.
Tictenberg 's document differed
from Bowen 's in two respects. First,

it called for more gradual divestment.
(Bowen called on the Trustees to begin
divestment immediately.) Second, as
Tietenberg noted , "The tone of (his)
resolution is very different. "
In his resolution, Bowen took a
more confrontational stance than
Tietenberg did and this led many professors to favor Tictenberg's resolution. For instance, Professor James
Meehan , who co-signed Tictenberg 's
resolution characterized Bowen 's
resolution as "strident. " Like Miriam
Bennet , who also co-signed the
Tietenberg resolution, Meehan was
particularly dissatisfied with Bowen's
characterization of the Trustees as
hanging onto "the naive hope that conditions will change for the better by
May, 1987." "I don 't think you get
what you want by making these strident statements," Meehan said.
Noting that many faculty members
suppor ted Bowen 's dates and

Mary McGrory will be honored
tomorrow evening as the thirty-third
recipient of Colby's Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Award. A Pulitzer Prize winning Washington Post columnist ,
McGrory will deliver a speech in
Roberts Union 's Smith , Robins , and
Hurd Rooms at 8pm. The public is invited to the speech.
A private reception and dinner
honoring McGrory will precede the
speech at 5:15pm in the Jette Art
Museum.
McGrory "was chosen for the award
by the members of the Lovejoy Selection Committee: Eugene Patterson ,t he
editor and president of the St.
Peters burg (FLA) Times; C.K.
McClatchy, editor and president of
California 's McClatchy newspapers;
Martin F. Nolan , editorial page editor
of the Boston Globe; and Lois Wllle ,
the Chicago Tribune's deputy editorial
page editor.
President William Cotter and H.
KW geJy, ,Mlqck, .chairman , , of , ,the

Board of Trustees, serve as ex officio
members of the selection committee.
McGror y , a Boston native, joined
the post as a columnist in September
1981.
After a brief stint at the Boston
Herald , she joined the Washington
Star as a book reviewer in 1947. Her
d ebut as a national comment ator came
in the spring of 1954 when Newbold
Noyes, the national editor , assigned
her to the biggest story of the day, the
Army-McCarthy hearings.
Her column h as b een sy nd icat ed
since 1960 and currently appears three
times per week.
In 1975, McGrory received journalism 's highest h onor , the Pul it zer
Prize for commentary. The award 's
citation read ,"for trenchant comment ary s p read over more t han 20 y ears ns
a' reporter ancl columnist in the Nat ion 's Capi tol. "
She holds more than half a dozen
awards from the Washin gtonBaltimore .Newspaper , Guild Front

Tietenberg s wording, Professor Sandy Maisel suggested that the faculty
move the proposed date of divestment
from April , 1986 to January, 1986. A
vote on this amendment resulted in a
tie and , since amendments must have

majority approval , it did not pass.
While Bowen characterized the
Tietenberg resolution as "yet another
compromise," he added , "I perceive
it as a victory because his resolution is
only five months off my time

schedule."
The resolution will now be sent to
the Trustees.
Prior to the debate on the divestment
resolution , Dean Bob McArthur inDIVESTMENT
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Beer, wine mieht he allo wed in nuh

Board to review BYOB proposal

by Wendy Dauphinais
Students who have turned 20 by
June 1, 1985 might be allowed to bring
their own beer and wine into the pub ,
according to a proposal which will be
submitted to the senior staff and the
board of trustees for review , said Scott
Baxter , chairman of the spa
committee.
The proposal states that anyone who
has turned twenty as of June 1 1985
will be allowed to bring a limited
amount of beer and wine into any area

in the spa. Hard liquor will not be
allowed.
Baxter said .the committee wished to
avoid confining alcohol to certain areas
of the spa , because it didn 't want
exclusion.
There will be a limit of one six pack
of beer, or one bottle of wine per table ,
at a time. Additional supplies of beer
or wine may be placed under the table ,
he said.
According to Baxter , the spa com-

mittee felt that "this type of sharing
of alcohol per table will deplete 'one
person 's supply quicker , and reduce
the other person 's source, ultimately
discouraging a hoarding of alcohol. "
Drinking will be allowed every day
from 5 p.m. until 1 a.m. Originally, he
said , the proposal had included an
alcohol checker at the door of the spa,
however , this idea was quickly rejected
because it caused Colby to be directly
Page 4
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McGro ry to be honored

Page Awards competition , won the
George Polk Memorial Award for national reporting in 1963, and became
a Sigma Delta Chi fellow in 1973.
The Lovejoy Award was established by Colby in 1952 to honor journalists who display integrity and
courage with regard to freedom of the
press.
It was named for Elijah Parish
Lovejoy, an 1826 graduate of Waterville College (now Colby), who is considered to be America's first martyr for
freedom of the press.
Lovejoy was killed in 1837 at Alton,
Illinois , as he tried to defend his press
against a mob that was unhappy with
Lovej oy's anti-slavery editorials.
Past winners of the Lovejoy award
include Thomas Winship, the former
editor-in-chief of the Boston Globe?
Anthon y Lewis, award winning New
York Times columnist; and A.M.
Rosenthal, the executive editor of the
New York Times.

Senior Scott Croll was one of 70 runners last Saturday In the race
that earned approximately $3,000 for the fight against multiple
sclerosis.' ' See
story, p.' ¦'2.¦ '
¦¦ '
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Off the Hill
'Spermbu sters ' busted
The Harvard administration recently shut down a business venture of several
students.. The short lived group, calling themselves the "Spermbusters," advertised a condom delivery service in the school paper, with both regular and express service. The group, sporting the slogan , "We'll come before 'you do,"
was stopped by the administration who said that since the business ran out of
the dorm , the college could decide whether it favorably represented Harvard.
-Bowdoin Orient

Amherst divests

The Amherst College board of trustees voted unanimously to divest approximately 35 percent of the college's stock in American companies with operations in South Africa. The $10 million, worth of stocks are those from categories
II and III of the Sullivan Principles. Companies which are doing little or nothing
to effect reforms in the South African system are put in category III , those
making some effort are in category II, and companies judged to be making
significant , helpful contibutions are put in category I.
Category III companies are to be sold immediately, category II stocks by
March 31, 1986, and category I stocks are to be retained . If by May 1987 the
trustees decide that South Africa has not made "significant progress" toward
eliminating apartheid , category I stocks will also be sold.
"The trustees were persuaded by powerful and cogent arguments made by
students who had a sophisticated understanding of the investment process, and
had some new insights," said trustee Ted Cross.
"We were impressed by the students' passion on the issue which was expressed
on intellectual terms rather than mindless emotions," he added. "A more
beligerent confrontation would have raised defenses instead of lowering them."
-Amherst Student

Animal house had it??

The 75-year-old home that sheltered John Belushrs racou s Delta Tau Chi
fraternity in the film "National Lampoon's Animal House" may soon be
demolished, despite efforts by some University of Oregon students and local
residents to save it.
Plans are all but complete for local developers to purchase the house and
tear it down to make way for a medical clinic, says Carole Daly, who, as chairman of Eugene's historic review hoard , led a drive to save the home. The board
voted down a proposal to declare it a historic monument.
Known as the A.W. Patterson house, it was built by one of the city 's earliest
pioneer settlers and was the home of Amanda Patterson , who came on the first
wagon train to Oregon.
But the structure gained nationwide notoriety only after the 1977 release of
the highly successful film , in which it played the title role.
In more recent years, the house has become increasingly dilapidated , serving as an Oregon fraternity house, a state correctional facility, and an inexpensive boarding house, says Gordon Erickson , who owns the building with
his wife, Betty.
The potential buyers considered restoring the house but decided that the rundown condition of the roof and wiring, as well as structural weakness , would
make that option too expensive, says Harry Rubenstein ,.one of the developers .
Despite the historical board's decision , Ms. Daly says some groups—including
the students who live in the house— may continue to protest the builders ' plans
"It 's getting a lot of attention ," she says. "My phone 's been ringing fora feu
days. I think there 's some grassroots movement happening. "
Mr. Erickson , whose current tenants are mostly Oregon students , dismisses
the notion that his ramshackle house might have historical value. "It 'shistorica l
to anyone who wants it to be, I guess," he says. "It 's never been on .any historical
list. "
Asked whether he will miss holding the lease on the site of the movie's
boisterous toga parties and beer blasts , Mr. Erickson chuckles . "Obviously, "
he says, "you haven 't seen the house. "
-The Chronicle of Higher Education

Security Report
10/23
The following stereo equipment was
reported stolen from the Music Department in Bixler:
NAD power amplifier .
NAD 6125 cassette deck.
Polk Audio loud speakers.

10/25
A jacket was reported stolen from the
candy room in the Heights during the
party on Friday night. The jacket was
a white windbreaker with the students
name written on the inside. It also had
some money in the pockets.

10/25
If was reported to Security that a group
of suspicious looking people were
t am p erin g wit h cars p arke d in t he
Foss/Woodman—Mary Low/Cobum
•'•
lot.

10/26
The equipment room in the fieldhouse
was broken into over the weekend.

10/25
Th e can dy mach ine in t h e He ig h t s was
van dalized.
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10/30
It was reported to security that the
Johnson Commons VCR was stolen
from a room in Duller. .

70 participate in MS run
by Ten Scally
Seventy runners participated in last
weekend's 10K Road Race to benefit
Multiple Sclerosis, according to Kelly
Chopus, campus chairperson for
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis
(S.A.M.S.).
Alumni, administration, faculty,
students, and members of the Waterville community were represented in
the race.
The overall winner of the race, with
a finishing time of 31 minutes, 26
seconds, was Rick Lanzi, a sophomore
and member of the men 's cross country team.
The first woman finisher was Erin
DeChristopher, also a sophomore,
with a time of 38 minutes, 27 seconds.
Impressive performances were also
turned in by Profs. John Sweney and
Robert Gillespie who finished in 39:10
and 39:25 respectively. Both men were
in the 4049 age group.
Mike "Scoop" Heel, who had never
run a road race, put himself to the test
and finished the race in just over an
hour.
The road race raised approximately
$3,000 for research and patient services
for those who suffer from multiple
sclerosis, according to Chopus.

Participating in last weekend's run for MS is Stu-A
President Mike Heel. Heel joined 70 others last weekend to
complete the 10 kilometer race. The race is one in a series of
events planned to raise money for the MS charity.
Chopus wishes to thank Domino's
. The road race was very successful , " said Chopus, "we're very
Pizza, Cottle's, and Joseph's Clothing
pleased with the results. "
Store for their donations to the race.
Runners may turn their pledge
Also, she would like to thank Mayor
money in to Box 323 or to Grossman
Hill, Sue Conant, and Pete Chengvert
233. The runner with the most pledges
for their cooperation in helping to
will win dinner for two and overnight
make the race a success.
accomodations in Portland.

by Rebecca Watts
Cain Rollins, the Bates College
junior accused of shooting Bates Dean
James Carrigan on October 21, is
scheduled for a probable cause hearing tomorrow.
Rollin 's attorneys,. Steve Sullivan
and Jack Simmons, feel that such a
hearing would be helpful to Rollins as
it would include a discussion of the
facts and reasons behind the charges
he faces, rather than a discussion of the
charges themselves. Sullivan, however,
fears "there will probably be an indictment hearing by the Supreme Court"
before Rollins has the chance to have
a probable cause hearing. An indictment hearing would only be a discussion of the charges.
The defense is also seeking an affadavit to have access to all the state's
records of the case in order to prepare
their defense of the case.

Carrigan was alone in the kitchen of
his Lewiston home when he was shot
in the back with a .22 caliber derringer.
On Friday, November 1, Rollins was
arrested in his dormitory on charges of
attempted murder and held over the
weekend in lieu of the $10,000 bail
needed for release. Simmons called the
arrest "dispicable " police action ,
claiming that it was timed to prevent
Rollins from making bail over the
weekend . "Theauthorities waited until 7 o'clock on a Friday night to arrest a twenty year old college junior
whose family is in New York ," he said.
"The $10,000 cash cannot be raised on
a weekend. "
After his District Court arraignment
on the charge of attempted murder ,
Rollins was released on bail the Monday following his arrest. District Attorney Janet Mills did request that the
bail be increased to $75 ,000 double

security or fifty percent cash, but it was
denied by Judge Damon Scales.
A student of Bates was asked to
comment on what she thought the
general student body thought "of the
case. One Bates student said of the
case,"Although we (the students of
Bates) don't know too much, many
people don 't think it 's right that he
(Rollins) is almost proven guilty even
before a trial. " The students get updates in their mailboxes, but she said
that they still don 't know if it was
"drug related or what " as she added
she thinks the case has been publicized too much. "It 's not reall y fair to
Cain."She said Rollins has withdrawn
from the college.
Meanwhile, Dean Carrigan was
released from the Central Maine
Medical Center on November 2, but his
condition and whereabout s are
unconfirmed.

by Diana Dorsey
Attempts by an off-campus governor , Scott Baxter , to obtain $3,000
from Residential Life to fund events
sponsored by off-campu s students have
been thwarted because all off-campus
students are theoretically members of
the commons system,
When the commons system was
established , according to Baxter ,' all
students were placed in commons: For
the students who were abroad last year,
a letter was mailed to them asking them
about any particular preference they
would have regarding their placement
in a common. If no response was
received by the dean of students office,
then the student was randomly assigned to a common.
Baxter has been trying to obtain
money to fund such projects as bringing bands to the campus and a semiformal buffet dinner for off-campus
students .
The biggest problem confronting
Baxter is the fact that almost all of the
commons money is prov ided f or i n t he
residence fees, which only students
who live on campus are required to

Therefore, off-campus students are
technically entitled to none of the
money which is alotted to the
Commons.
There are approximately 150
students living off-campus, roughly
one half of a common. The average
amount of money which ea'ch common
has to spend on its events is $10,000;
Baxter feels that since the off-campus
community is about half of a common,
he would feel justified in asking for
$5,000.
He is only seeking $3 ,000, but.he is
seemingly asking Residential Life to
subsidize off-campus parties. So far ,
Residential Li fe has been recalcitrant
regarding this request.
Stan Nicholson , the administrative
vice president , feels that Baxter would
have a better chance of getting some
money but of the college if he provided for more events which would include the participation of both on and
of f-campus students. "The Commons
government might be more interested
in funding events on campus for all
students ", said Nicholson.
One of the problems with the system
is that little has been done to integrate

the off-campus students into oncampus, common sponsored events,
Baxter said.
Many, of those who now reside offcampus are ignorant of their commons
membership. All Colby students are
members ' of a common and are
therefore entitled to partake in the oncampus commons sponsored events.
There is little possibility of their attendance if they do not even knovtf to
which common they belong, said
Baxter.
He contends that "off-campus
events would involve all of the
students , but (otherwise) we (offcampus students) reap no benefits from
commons life. "
In the fall , the two commons coordinators , Imogen Mintzer and Ellen
Karas , forwarded the names of all
members of each common to the president of each common.
These lists included the names of the
off-campus students who are members
but do not live within or eat in the
common.
The responsibility of integrating
th ese stu d ents was left en t irel y u p to
OFF CAMI'US
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Rollins awaits murder hearin g

Baxter seeks off campus funds

Robeson set to sp eak

by Allison Wright
Pau l Robeson Jr., the son ancl namesake of the late actor , will speak tonight
at 8 p.m. in lorimer Chapel.
An expert on minority affairs , Robeson is also the author of "With Malice
Toward One: The Secret War Against Paul Robeson. " In the book Robeson
details the life of his famous father and the persecution he endured because
of his affiliation will) the Communist Party.
Paul Robeson Jr., is an en g ineer , at h lete , translation writer , pu b lisher an d
presiden t of the Paul Robeson Sr. Archives.
The
lecture, is bejhg sponsored by SOBHU..A reception will follow theJccturc,
¦
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The Colby Echo, founded in 1877, is
published weekly on Thursdays except during vacations and exam periods, by the
. students of Colby College. The views expressed arc not neccssnrlly those of the student body, faculty or administration , nor
are views expressed in letters or commentaries necessarily those of the Echo.
Office ho urs

Mon.-Tucs. 1-4 p.m, nntl by chance or
appointment, Phone at 872-3348,

College, alumni
salute Josephs '
by Ten S«ally
The Joseph family, owners of the
Colby spa for 38 years, were honored
Friday, N ovember 8, at a special Colby Night Dinner in Lovejoy Commons
Dining Hall.
The invocation was offered by
Father Paul Cote and was followed by
a sit-down dinner.
Musical entertainment was provided by The Colby Eight, who began by
presenting each of the Josephs with a
Colby eight hamburger similar to those
served at the family spa.
Speakers representing alumni, faculty, administration, and students told
"anecdotes of their association with
the Joseph family, " according to Sue
Conant , director of alumni relations.
These speakers included R. Dennis
Dionne '61, alumni council vice chairman, President William Cotter, Robert
Frank '54, Professor Charles Bassett,
Doug Parker '86, and Dick McGee,
Colby 's athletic director.
McGee inducted the Josephs into the
Colby "C" Club , an alumni varsity
club which includes those who have a
special interest in varsity athletics.
Telegrams were read from individuals who could not attend the dinner , but wanted to wish the Josephs
well.

Ii
$
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Peter and John Joseph were
presented with engraved Colby beer
steins and their wives, Barbara and
Mary, received necklaces engraved
with their initials.
John Joseph, clad in a white apron
with an embroidered "C", spoke
about his fond memories of Colby.
Joseph claimed Friday night to be "the
greatest Homecoming ever. " His
brother , Peter, said the evening was,
in a word, "excellent. "
The dinner was attended by almost
200 well-wishers. It was "not at all like
typical dinners with speeches," said
Conant , "it was a very entertaining
and enjoyable evening."
The Joseph family spa was opened
by Joe Joseph in 1947 and was taken
oyer by younger brothers, Peter and
John Joseph in the early 1950's, said
Conant. The spa, originally located in
the library, moved to the basement of
Roberts Union in the late 1970's. Until this move, the spa was strictly a
snack bar; no liquor was served.
The Josephs operated the Colby spa
until May 1985 when they retired, leaving Seller's Corporation to tak e over
the spa in the new student center.
Peter Joseph still owns the vending
machines on campus and will continue
to operate them as before.

Pub design raises ire

by Cameron Woodworth
Students have begun to express concern about the design of the newly
completed spa since it opened almost
three weeks ago. The most frequent
complaint is that too much crowding
occurs at the service counter during
busy hours.
"You get a lot of people bumping
into each other " at the counter , said
Walter Peczon , a spa employee.

Some students stressed that the spa
is attractive, but impractical. According to Rick Huntress, a spa employee,
Page 6
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Sri Lanka experience offered

by Paul Martin
The intercollegiate Sri Lanka Educational Program (ISLE) sent its first
group of students to Sri Lanka
(formerly Ceylon) in 1982. Since then ,
Bates, Bowdoin , Carleton , Colby,
Hobart and William Smith, and Swarthmore Colleges have combined to
send between 15 and 20 motivated
students each year to participate in (he
semester-long program. Colby has sent
an average of 3 students per year to Sri
Lanka.

As a student from last year's tri p,
senior Stephen Antonelli felt that
"such an opportunity is a fundamental learning experience exposing one to
a diverse number of international and
cultural aspects beneficial to one's
private educational development. " Indeed the program 's curriculum offers
intensive study in: the Sinhala
la ng u age , Thera wada Buddhism , the
social., economic , and political structures of colonial and modern Sri
Lanka, and a final three-week field

strike was prominent among the topics
covered in the following segment of the
presentaion, a panel discussion that included Henry Kendall , the president of
UCS, Albert Gore, a Democratic
senator fro m Tennessee, and Paul
Bracken , a Yale University professor,
Kendall suggested that a crisis situation could lead someone to launch a
nuclear missile instinctivel y. The individual , he said , would then have no
time to correct his action. "We often
place our hope for security within
technology, but really the hope is

within ourselves,"he said.
Gore concurred as he said ,"We have
to mak e nuclear war obsolete. That 's
the greatest challenge humanity has
ever faced. "
The program also included a discussion on the Geneva Conference between Leslie Gelb of the New York
Times and Jonathan Dean of UCS.
Opening by saying, "There is a great
deal of chance for success in the upcoming sumit , " Dean was far more optimistic than Gelb.
Page 13
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study-- all of which constitute a comprehensive many-faceted look into Sri
Lanken society.
Affiliated with the University of
Perademye , ISLE students will learn
from Sri Lanken professors within
their own field of study. Students are
also strongly encouraged to get involved outside the classroom, and the
university setting provides ample opportunities for contacting fellow Sri
Lanken students. Additionally, living
with host families in the surrounding
Kandy region, students will share
meals, converse in Sinhala, and partake in family rites, thus expanding
their understanding of the society. The
three-week field study and weekends
also allow for individual travel to areas
of particular interest .
On Thursday, November 21, the
ISLE program will be sponsoring a
slide-show and discussion followed by
an authentic Sri Lanken dinner. Those
interested in attending the dinner or
with further questions about the program should contact Professor Yeager
Hudson in the Department of
Philosophy and Religion. Final applications for the ISLE program are
due by January 31.
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Enjoying Colby's social life are these students. Weekend parties are just one aspect of
the College's multi faceted social scene.

Scientists express optimism

by Bill Donahue
In their presentation of the upcoming Geneva Conference, the Union of
Concerned Scientists(UCS) expressed
"Where you go to get the food , there optimism concerning the conference 's
should be more space," Kelly Milliken possibility of moving towards peace.
The presentaion entitled'Trom Trinisaid.
"I foresee a potential problem at the ty to Star Wars" was shown via
counter, especially on weekends," said satellite in the Heights Community
Room Tuesday night.
Herrick Wales, "because it's just zoo
"There is at least a 50/50 chance
tight , and the crowd " will be spilling that negotiations will result in the
down the stairs."
reduction of forces,"said former
Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara in voicing UCS' position.
McNamara 's brief , pre-recorded
statement -was only one segment of the
All the women who actually saw the two hour program. A film on the imman were shown pictures of Colby men plications of opening a nuclea r shield
but could not identify the criminal, opened the program.
from these pictures. They must now go
The film 's narrator said that , condown to the Waterville Police Station tra ry to the argument posited by Presilo meet with a composite artist. The dent Ronald Reagan , employment of
police will try to match the finished such a sheild or "star wars " program ,
drawing with their records.
would increase the potential of nuclear
Dean Seitzinger said she hopes this war, No shield could effectively inseries of incidents will "cause an in- tercept all nuclear weapons. Thus, said
creased awareness of the need to be the narrator , the two superpower nacautious, " She added , "It certainly tions are apt to respond to the employwasn 't very smart of these women to ment of a shield by increasing their
leave their doors unlocked. "
arsenal of offensive weapons. AccorMcPhctres agreed that people must ding to the film 's narrator , this could
be cant ions. "Although no one was lead one nation 'to initiate a preempphysically harmed, this was a personal tive first strike.
invasion. " she said.
Discussion of a preemptive first
:

I

Show current colle ge LD.
to get a 10 percent
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BYOB

involved.
Baxter stressed that President
William Cotter is not trying to get rid
of drinking. Cotter 's responsibility is
to institute a safe alcohol policy for the
spa , he said.
-wi nirTi —i—¦—in—¦—n—nriri —¦

1

If passed , the BYOB policy will be
enforced by the students and a hired
ID checker. Since this policy is not as
authoritorian , the spa committee hopes
that . the students will show their
responsibility by cooperating. Because
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At this time they will confront the
problems and work on the possible
solutions. If the policy goes as planned , they will then look into extending
the drinking hours of the spa to Friday and Saturday afternoons.
The spa committee will be organizing a campaign to educate Colby of the
rules of the proposal. They want to
stress the fact that the atmosphere in
the spa will center around conversation
and eating, Baxter said. They will hang
posters around campus , and will send
out notices to inform all Colby

College newspaper editors from
across the northeast will converg e on
Colby this weekend to participate in
the fourth annual Sigma-Delta Chi
Symposium for College Editors. The
symposium is being held in conjuncti on with the annual Lovejoy
Convocation.
College newspaper editors from
H arvard , Mount Holvoke , MIT .

Bates , Wesleya n , UMO. UConn and
Simmons are amoung those slated to
atte nd.
Professional jo urnalists from such
newspapers as the Boston Globe , the
Lawrence Eagle Tribune and the
Portland Press Herald will present
talks on subjects ranging from "How
to Keep Your Nose Clean Ethically "
to "Wh at makes a Newspaper Interesting?"
The symposiums are open to the
public and will be held tomorrow and
Sarufday on the second floor of
Robert 's Unio n. A schedule of events
may be obtained from the public affairs office.

Editors to meet

!

189 Main St., Waterville, Me.
OPEN 6 DAYS
Thurs. & Fri. evenings
Propr ietor: Sandi Noel

I

approximately 30 percent of Colby is
of the legal drinking age, it is up to the
students to make this proposal work ,
he said.
The policy will have a trial period ,
and if it is not successful, th en this
privilege will be taken away. Baxter
commented, "If the spa becomes , a
haven for under age drinking, th en the
policy will be abolished , and it will be
a long time before alcohol is back. "
On February 2, 1986, there will be
a spa evaluation by the committee , he
said .
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PLEASE JOIN US FOR A SHORT PRESENTATI ON
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COLBY PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM
DOES ARISTOPHANES' SANE CRAZINESS
NOVEMBER 7,8,9,15,16 at 8:00 p.m.
at STRIDER TH EATER , COLBY CAMPUS
Students: $2.00; others: $3.00
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Gelb said,"In the past neither side
has been willing to make significant
concessions ,"which he feels are
necessary for a move toward peace. He
added that the two leaders must- focus
on effecting change in areas in "which
they are already nearly in agreement.
Gelb agreed, with Dean's assertion
that progress on arms control will be
the "test of success" at the conference.
"Without arms control," he said,"it 's
hard to begin discussion on other,
things that could cause nuclear -war. "
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students of the proposal.
Baxter said , "In order for the proposal to be fairly and effectively enforced , we need to educate the entire
student body, and we are willing to
bend over backwards to do this. "
The spa committee is also working
on placing a bottle bin in the spa so
that empties may be properly discarded. The deposits will go to the Colby
Multiple Schlerosis fund.
A BYOB policy was made necessary
because Colby was unable to fi nd an
insurance company willing to provide
a liquor liability umbrella policy, which
would cover the College adequately in
the event of a multi-million dollar liquor liability suit.

Antonio's SPECIAL
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Hot Crab & Swiss
$1.99 regularly $2,69
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Announcements
Class of '89! II you'd like to be a class officer ,meet
w ith Dean Serdjenian in Lovejoy 213 on Thursday,
November 14 at 7:00 pm to discuss future plans.
Junior Year Abroad Campus Visitor. William
Thompson,University of St. Andrews. Slide show and
presentation. Thursday, November 21. 3:30-AV
Room-Miller Library.
Vienna Choir Boys Concert.-Tuesday, November
26. 1985 at 8:00 pm. The Augusta Civic Center.'To
benefit Colby Community Music Associates. For
tickets at special student rate ($6.00) see Mrs. Lank,
Robins Room, Miller Library, x3284. Mrs. Lank will
be organizing a Colby van lo transport students.'lnterested studenls should contact her RIGHT AWAY .

Help Wanted

~

TYPISTS-S500 weekly at home! Write P.O. Box 975.
Elizabeth, NJ O7207
7

Personals
Box 1644

KenThanks for taking care of three drunks on Saturday
night. We doubt Ihat we could have made it back to
our dorm without you.
M.E.A.
Tell us Kendo you really feel deprived?
ElizabethWhat is the penguin doing on the Tele?
.
Scott
E and M
What WERE you doing on Ken's Floor Friday Night?
SPH
P.D.O. and Clueless (a.k.a. Silly Boy)
You've accomplished your goal. Now stop smirking.
The CO.
.
Well girls.
Are they still everywhere?
No. Nuked at last!! Gotta love it.
Double you squared,
Derwood,
So, I play seco nd fiddle to a teddy bear , huh? I bet
he missed you more last weekend than I did.
Love ya,
Your weirdo
~
'¦
:
To Holly:
So many men have eyes for you and you won't give
them the time ot day. Didn't you once say you thought
you'd waste away way up there on the hill. What man .
has caught your eye to make you blank stare at all
¦
the others??

I love the idea of their being two sexes, don't you?
'Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.'
Martin Luther King, Jr.
To Andrew 's older sister-Hope you keep feeling better. Dull no longer exists in my vocabulary. .
Thanks.
XOXO

X-San
Hmm. How odd. It seems Ihat whenever you miss
class, the blue light on top of the library goes off. A
most intriguing method of conserving energy. When
does it come out in a CMP pamphlet?
Y-sari and Z-san
RubyHow were the Mutats on Saturday?
Deliverance
To the Arab from Ftochester~ —
BuckyDon't be a stranger when Ihe snow flies and I don't
* me!
Thanks
for
sharing
your
expertise
with
Melly
and
run into you so much anymore !
Dripping Dry in D.C.
Ditners
^
MellyEtiWatch out! You might get what you're after!
You're the only person I know who can manage to
(Well , ALL right!)
get a one hundred and three dollar parking ticket and
then talk your way out of it!
Cindy BradyThanks for your personal...wish Isaw more of you sis!
HubyJan
¦You talk in your sleep-l know all about you and
ScamwonderRichard-but who is this Bubba person you keep nienWe re you 'happy' on Sat. nite or what? Nice eyes!
lioning? Iwonde r if he's as good offstage as he is on.
oh yes...Congrats on scoring a touchdown!
SLEZBOyour protoge
Next time inhale more and hold it in-it will work- ..
Al
believe us there will be a next time.
Happy twentieth birthday ! I hope you wish comes
Vanity and Brenda
' true!
P.S, Was il A. now that has the B.0.7
Love.
Meredith
ScottDrew
How about going out for dinner sometime? Be surei
You still haven 't answered my question. I'm waiting!
to catch us when we're asleep.-Gee...the winter air
And it better be good!
sure has a funny effect on our hair.
Love.
Ann,
Mars
We do a great job pretending that we are drunk. I
Jen,
never thought we could make ourselves laugh so
hard. Hope you were comfortable on the floor.
•'Since it's your Birthday, you can be on top tonight.
Yournext door neighbor
Dave

SteffI won't even say it. We 're both too 'nice'. But I think
I'm becoming a CPTD too! HELP!!! Whal should I
do?
Mars
. ¦
The soloflex coupfe belongs together. There's no denying it. You know who you are !
• Bones:
Your 'roommate ' wasn't quite herself late Saturday
night, huh? |understand though, I was recently in a
simitar situation (ha .ha). How was the late show? I
always did like Bond. I'm sure that's why you stayed
up! What a fun weekend-We 'll have to do it again
sometime.
Love from the friend you won't write to France about.
P.S. Mariage is obviously a dream...Especially in your
case!
Helen:
A rendezvous with a bike?...ln a bed.no less? Before
we know it, Joey Ramone will be over to visit. Can
we bet on that ,just to make sure it doesn't happen?
Speaking of bels, I don't think I owe you dinner *2,
you're not even trying! But then, neither did I, so I
guess I'll have to wait 'till spring break to get even.
I can't wait for Thanksgiving. Perma-smirk time
again! C-ya!
Your oh-sc-sappy suilemale!
To the Heisman candidate:
On a bench?
In the rain?
From Jailbate?
,l guess the season's over-It's about time! ! I
' BooThe Hot Trick only worked once this weekend? Too
bad. it always works for bond.
The Bay of Pigs

Cirlo Have fun this weekend at P.C.! Remember your promise • no rings right? Or shall we make this into a
race? No, Les can only make one wedding dress at
a time.
"Me'
Hey
Poopy!
Guess what? Iwon vacation for two to Disney World !
Want to come along?
. Love Honey Pumpkin
P. S. Don't be late for the wedding!
Let it hereby be known to the public in general that
any and all relations with F.D. ended where the dance
floor ended. Thank-you.
_

LibJam sessions to Phil definately aren't the same
without you on drums. Write us soon !
Love,
Abby, Lisa, and Reanne
309 roomiesHow about some kinky roommate tricks on the other
bed this weekend? I'm sick of all this purity!!!
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Guess Who
P.S.-O.D. What's your pcoblem?
Ms. Activity:
, Love those sequins! !Tu as vraiment un bon cul! Blue
is your color!!! Can't wait 'til Thursday-We'll lock him
in a closet, K? You want Friday or Saturday nights?!!!
Love ya,
Sal.
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KathChin up, that's all I'm going to say. 6 weeks left kiddo.
Sal.
CarolineJeudi arrive !!!!! !!!!!!!
SEP
Do what you think is best. Whateve r you do, I'm
behind you kiddo. That's what friends are for.
S.
SPAULWhere has the laughter gone? I miss you...
Love,
MIL
P.S. When are you gonna gel up here?!!

Give me the courage to change what I can, the
serenity to accept what Ican't, And the wisdom to
know the difference.
M
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Dick and Lafo:
Good Job guys . Stew would be proud.

Eric-Elan:
Simplement , je t'adore rnon ami.
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The LD.eafMeal:
.Custom M_Ul.r Sh.p
• Modern Body & Paint Shop
• Renl-a-Wreck
• Leasin g

Pizza Hut will take 20% off
the price of any purchase * durin g
the school year when you come in
with you r Colby stude nt l.D. So
stop by for a deal of a meal.
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Raymond refuses to comment on Echo letter
by David Scannell
Chris Raymond, Colby's head football coach, would not comment on
charges printed in a letter to the editor
in the October 31 Echo that he
displayed "a deficiency of tact and
leadership" in the fieldhouse during

half time of the October 19 Middlebury
game.
The events portrayed by the letter's
author have been corroborated by
others who were in the fieldhouse at the
time.
According to Joe Van Vooohis ' let-

ter, "He shouted profanities , told (a
group of) tennis players they were not
allowed to be here, and personally
dropped the nets (with noted aggression)."
When asked whether Raymond had
been requested to apologize for his

behavior, President William Cotter
said, "There have been discussions,
but I do not think it would be useful
to reveal what those discussions were."
Cotter added that while he is "not
pleased when one member of the Colby community" is disrespectful to

another, he would , not
demand an apology from Raymond.
"In the seven years I' ve beeri hejre,
I've never demanded an apology from
anyone. I don 't think this is the place
to start," he said.

assets in corporations withholdings in
South Africa, has not yet taken any action with regard to companies who do
business in South Africa.
McArthur 's resolution is aimed at
pressuring TIAA/CREF to devote
more concern to the South African
issue in three ways. First, it states that
the faculty endorsed the goals of the
TIAA/CREF oroiect. a national

organization designed to influence the
pension fund on South African issues.
Second, it calls on Colby professors
to persuade the professional organizations of their particular disciplines to
exert pressure on TIAA/CREF.
Third , it calls on the American
Association of University Professors to
exert pressure on TIAA/CREF.
Metz was the only one to oppose

McArthur's resolution. A supporter of
Colby's divestment, he opposed it
because he considered it more risky
than divestment. He said that , while income from corporations with assets in
South Africa accounts for only abou*

3 percent of Colby's annual income,
South African assets compose approximately 33 percent of TIAA/CREF's
total assets. "We are risking a lot more
in unnecessary hastiness," he said.

Divestment
troduced a proposal demanding
TIAA/CREF, the national pension
fund to which all Colby faculty
members subscribe , to devote more
concern to the South African issue.
"With the exception of Professor Roger
Metz, the entire faculty supported the
proposal.
According to McArthur , the pension
fund , which has $6 billion worth of

Yianni' s Pizza & Seafood
Fresh Dough 10" & 16"
Better Price and Better Taste
Call us for your Pizza -TODAY !
Great for Lunch, Dinner or Snack
Anytime

spaghetti & sauce w/garlic bread-$2.00
We Deliver Anyth ing On Our Menu

40% to 50% OFF
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Elrn Plaza , Waterville

Catalo g: 873-0 154
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of winter...a
concealed hood and insu-
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According to Huntress, "It's just as
bad behind the bar as it is in front of
it because we (employees) don 't have
much space either. ".
Most students interviewed were confident that the problem can be worked out. According to Wales, "I'm sure
the problem will be resolved in the
coming months. Maybe (the management) will be open to student suggestions."
"Everybody's going to have to get
used to it," said Mike Salvador. "Give
it awhile for everything (in the student
center) to open up and it should work
well."
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"Whoever designed the spa made it to
look good and not to be practical ."
It 's a lot like a ski resort ," said Scott
Chaplowe, "but when it 's crowded you
can't get that atmosphere ."
Some people have complained that
the wait for food is too long at peak
•hours .
"They (the management) just don 't
have a system down yet," said Peczon.
'-It f s too complicated the way they're
trying to run it. They try to work it like
a Burger King, with one person working at the grill and one person working at the soda machine and yelling
'back and forth at each other. "
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SATURDAY & SUNDAY SPECIAL:

$30
Save
Two sure bets on

Spa

<3
_

16 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILLE . ME

873-5939

Appointments Recommended
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in«no» w tor (in 'e-va'ter) n. 1. One who begins or
introduces something new, one who is creative.
2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES.
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AND YOU CAN TOO.
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Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels
it. Achievement realizes it.
At The Travelers , we challenge your potential so you can strive for innovation.

:\

So let your ideas help shape our future .
And yours .
\
Write to: Rubin Fisher , Assistant Director ,
College and Professional Recruiting , Department 31 , The Travelers Companies, One
Tower Square, Hart ford , Ct 06183 ;
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could result from the Geneva Conference would be the slowing down of
the arms race. The Soviets have,
All reports lead to the conclusion throughout history, shown their willthat the summit between President ingness to bargain in this area,and for
Reagan and Soviet leader Gorbachev a very good reason. Without having to
is going to produce little, or nothing. keep up in the arms race, the Soviets
If ever there was a need for an agree- are able to concentrate their efforts on
ment in arms control it is now. But their poor economy.
Reagan 's rhetoric indicates that arms
Moreover, the United States -would
reductions are not forseeable.
also gain from an arms agreement in
President Reagan has been em- Geneva . The deficit is reaching unphasizing in the press that this summit manageable proportions and if Reagan
is more about human rights than arms were curtailed in his military
control. However, it is clear that this endeavors, this serious cancer could be
is an issue that could never be solved addressed.
at such a conference. The Soviets have
The prospects do not look good.
constantly rejected efforts by outside While such conservatives as President
forces to dictate their internal affairs Richard Nixon were not able to deal
and this will not change next week.
effectively with the Russians, it seems
Thus, the greatest achievement that that Reagan cannot. Perhaps he actual-

Mark Viden

Carolyn Rhodes

wEtffl^l _

The Geneva Conference
Prospects Look Bleak

J

Apology necessary
The actions of head football coach Chris Raymond in the
fieldhouse during halftime of the October 19 Middlebury game
must not be allowed to fade into oblivion without an apology
from Raymond. And , if Raymond is unwilling to apologize,
Dick McGee, Colby's athletic director , and President William
Cotter must publicly demand one.
Accor di ng t o t he st at ement of various wit nesses, Coach Raymond stormed into the fieldhouse and rudely demanded that
the students playing tennis there leave. In order to make sure
that they complied with his wishes, Raymond unhooked the
tennis court nets.
In addition , witnesses said that Raymond behaved in a manner that was generally unprofessional and embarassing to the
Colby community.
While Cotter did express his displeasure in an Echo interview about the incident , he has yet to do what must be donedemand a public apology from the coach.
If neith er an ap ology nor a deman d f or one are produced
soon , the students of Colby will have no choice but to assume
t ha t Coach Ra y mon d 's ru deness is con d oned by Presiden t
Cotter.
Because Colby is a community that prides itself on its ability to promote harmony and mutual respect , it would be an absolu t e abd icat ion of responsi bili ty for Ra y mon d and Cott er t o
remain silent on this issue any longer.

ly believes his own propaganda that the
Soviet Union is really an "evil empire". He also sta tes that he will never
bargain with the Soviets on his
Strategic Defense Initiative. "Star
Wars" technology is one of the most
serious threats to peace; however, and
one of the most expensive projects for
the American people. If SDI were to
be rid in Geneva, the consequences
would be enormously beneficial to
Americans, not just Russians.
A detente in Soviet-American relations would be beneficial to all concerned . Yet Reagan is showi ng the
same stubbornness that we have
witnessed in his 5 years in office. It
should therefore surprise no one when
it is announced that the two leaders
have not agreed on any substantial
arms reduction. The race goes on.

World 's hungry need Colby aid
Tim Bonang
Walking back to your dorm from
the library late on a Wednesday night,
you are struck with hunger pang s.
Deservedly so, since you have been in
the library since dinner at 5 pm. First
you did a little Econ. Then you read
400p a g e sofEnglish.
Andfinally,you
finished with a bunch of calculus
problems.
Enteringthe dorm, you stop at the
phone to order a p izza.Pepperoni and
hamburger, large with extra cheese and
a litre bottle of Coke. You return to
your room to discover that roommate
is not home. The last money you had
is not there; remember you ate lunch
at the pub. You searc hthe dorm for
someone who is awake, but find no one
to borrow a ten-spot fr om. The hunger
pangs increase.

Letters to the edito r

You look out the window of your
room to see the Domino 's guy walking back to his truck. Desperately you
descend the stairs and catch him just
as he's about to drive away. No, he
can J t wait for you to muster up some
funds. He has a delivery to make on
the other side of town. No pizza.No
Coke.
Dejectedlyyou return to enter the
dorm. Door 's locked. You check for
your key.Nope, must have left it in the
room. Youcheck the other doors and
they 're locked, too. Mean while the
wind has started to blow. Youare cold,
having forgotten to grab a jacket as
you pursued Mr. Domino. You are
hungry. You are thirsty. Youare cold.
It starts to rain. You are wet.
The above description can be taken
as a little far-fetched- Try as I might,
I can think of no worse a situation with
regard to hunger that a Colby student

could face. The things we take for
granted: food, shelter, water, clothing
and health , are lacking for many people around the world. Places like
Ethiopia, Gambia, Mali, and Tanzania
are stricken with these problems.
We, who live in a land of plenty, can
help. Oxfarn America is an organization that assists people in countries
where there is a problem. They do not
just supply food , they analyze the problem and help the people to correct it.
Oxfam's aid can be a development of
irrigation, supplying seed, assistance in
puchasing livestock, or any one of a
hundred other for,ms of assistance.
Oxfarn America is a non-profit
organization that funds self-help
development projects and disaster
relief in poor countries. Last year Oxfarn raised over $6.5 million for such
programming.
Bonang
page 9
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Exams necessary evil in colleg iate world

To the Editor:
I would like to take issue with John
Beaudoin 's editorial on tests.
I would first like to point out that
John has missed the main reason that
we faculty members give exams in the
first place. We are sado-masochists.
Nothing gives me and my colleagues
more pleasure than to inflict hours of
agony upon students and then on
ourselves as we attempt to assign a
num b er of let ter wh ich ref lect s t he
"relat ionshi p bet ween w h a t i s learned
and what should have been learned".
Seriously, we give exams because we
believe that it is one of the best ways
to help students learn the material and
t o p rovi de necessary feedb ack to us t o
aid in helping students.
Let 's assume t h at the goa l of a
course is to provide a student with as
much knowledge about the subject
matter as can be learned in the limited
time devoted. For many reasons it has
been determined that giving grades is
an impor t an t , i f not essential , tool in
tha t process. Furthermore relative
rankin gs of students help potential
employers screen job applicants and to
help faculty members recommend
students for various positions. In addition, feed back of some . typ e is
necessary for the faculty member to
determine if he is successfully presenting the material. Unless .the
students
, i i . i . i i
: •

•

have some individualized incentives to
do their best, the feedback received is
of minimal value. Consequently we
must live with a system of some type
of graded assignments. The question
that Mr. Beaudoin 's editorial raised
was whether or not exams have any
place in this system of evaluation.
I would like to respond to each of
Mr. Beaudoin 's points. Do tests bias
grade distributions toward those who
take tests well? Sure they do. However
an y ot her gradin g mechanism , such as
papers, biases the grades towards people who write good papers. Furthermore, grading papers may result in givin g the st u den t s wh o are wi llin g to
work t he h ar d est, the best graderather than the student who knows the
material the best. It is not clear that tin's
is a good strategy. Having acknowledged that , perhaps the optimal strategy
is to have a variety of grading instruments so that the biases offset. This
is done is many courses around the
campus. Why not all? There are time
constraints on everyone—students and
facultyj-it may not be possible to have
cnought grading instruments to offset
the possible biases.
If that Is the case a tradeoff between,
for example, t ests and pa pers must be
made. I would argue that if only one
of the two is going to be used, tests offer many benefits. Almost by defini-

tion , a paper is a unified presentation
of material. Unless there is a separate
paper assigned for every different topic
discussed in a ' class, there is no possible way that a paper can demonstrate
knowledge of even the most basic concepts in the course.
A second point raised by Mr. Be ,audoin is that tests frequently do not
cover all the material and if they don 't
th ey may no t b e a ran d om samp le of

the material. I agree wholeheartedly
with that statement. I would also point
out that papers provide an even smaller
and presumably just as non-random a
sample. If one cannot adequately cover
all the material on a test some kind of
rample is necessary, Most, faculty
memb ers t r y t o obt ain a ran d om
sample—but even if they don't, it is not
necessarily bad . A student who knew
everything that there was to know

"I pay enough money to Colby each
year , so why should I give the college
more?"
Th is is t he most common q ues t ion
of seniors when they are asked to contribute to the Class Giving Fund.
However, the t ui t ion we or our paren t s
pay each year does not come close to
covering the expenses for each student;
Colby pays an extra $2,500 per student. Nor do our tuition costs pay for
building maintenance or new building
or p ro f essors ' salaries. These funds
come from alumni contribu tions,
Yes, Colby receives money from
foundations and corporations, but they
arc reluctant to . donate to Colby if
there is poor alumni support. For example, the SURDNA Foundation wl II
give Colby $50,000 if alumni contribuj*
tions this year Increase by $50,000. So

alumni support is important.
year—starting this year—will say
Now, where does the class of 1986 something abou t the class of 1986 as
fit in? During two weeks in February, a dymanic and active group. Maintainsolicitors will ask you to pledge.I hope
that at least 60 percent of all seniors
will pledge at least some money,
I am Leslie Grcenslct, an d as t h e
Senior Class Agent , 1am in charge of
organizing the Class Giving Fund. Last To the Editor:
year I might have also asked, "Why " The Hallowccn(Oct ,31) issue of the
give more?" Now I rcajize the impor- Echo carrie d an ar ti cle d escr ibi n g a
tance of this fund.
researc h project which showed thai
I am sure you all have enjoyed and ma le violence toward s women in the
learned a lot here, met a lot of great form of gang rapes is a phenomenon
friends , and done many interesting whic h exists on our cam puses loday,
thin gs, as I have. (No, I won't eat 26 The ar ticle went .on lo describe t lie men
eggs again!) In four years, we define as assuming that ' this was acceptable
our careers and make lifetime friends.
"parly behavior " an d thai the women
The Class Giving Fund is an opporoften dropped out ofj schoql Jipd/or
tuni ty tojhank Colby and the faculty,
• Jpst a small donation or pledge each ,• ' ; ' ,y . . . \.. V: \ '. vV' v ' Va^6 9 '

about the course would do well on aoy
set of questions, random or not . Obviously, those students are not the ones
concerned with the randomness of the
sample. Let's assume that Joe Student
is risk averse and that it is impossible
for Joe to know everything about the
subject. Instead assume that there is a
fixed amount of knowledge that he can
obtain. If the test is known to be a sam-

Class f und seeks donors

Gang rap e
not the norm

Exams

then you won't learn , regardless of
whether your knowledge is being tested
by a test or a paper.

pie, his optimal studying strategy is to
learn an equal amount about all possible topics , rather than to concentrate
on one or two points in great depth.
I would argue that it is better for a student to be at least familiar with all the
to pics in a course rather than know only a couple in detail. If having a sample , random or not, of the material
leads to this type of studying, then it
may be desirable.

an omniscient god or something , isn't
it at least possible that the professor
does in fact know more than the student about what the important aspects
of the subject are. Maybe professors
stress the things which they feel are important. It may be argued that the texts
for a course already make this determination. The only determination
made by a textbook is what its author,
another fallible professor , thinks are
the appropriate topics.

A similar argument raised is that
tests may not represent the material
evenly, but may in fact indicate the bias
of the instructor for certain aspects of
the text. Without trying to sound like

As to the argument that a course is
only as good as the professor teaching
it , this is irrelevant for the discussion
at hand . If a professor can't teach,

Finally I would like to respond to the
charge that tests are taken under the
worst possible circumstances. I am
quite sure that some students feel that

what's your excuse?

lives of those who have little. If you
are interested in participating in the
fast and are not signed up, please contact Michael Paul at extension 3009.

An additional benefit of a test is that
it forces students to take time to put
the knowledge gained in a class into a
coherent body that may be of use to
them at some time in the future.
Without an impending test ' few
students would make the effort to consolidate the knowledge acquired from
the various sources used in the class.

Bonan g

How can you help? On November
21 , a week before Thanksgiving, the
Newman Council will sponsor a "Fast
for a World Harvest"in all of the dining halls. For every student who signs
up to fast and refrains from eating in
the dining hall on November 21,
Seiler's will donate .over $3.
Why wouldn't you take part in this
program? Ignorance. Maybe you
didn 't know that 15 million children
die each year from hunger or hungerrelated causes. By the time you eat dinner tonight 40,000 children will have
died on this day alone. On top of this
100 million of the world's children are
malnourished. Now you know. Now

In the spirit of Thanksgiving, let us
give from our plenty, to enhance the

Mone y
ing a link with Colby as alumni will
give you a good feeling and help you
keep a link with friends after
graduation.
I will be donating to the Class Giving Fund of 1986, even though I'll only give a little at first since I'm as broke
as most college students. This year I
am stressing participation rather than

the size of the contribution . I hope all
seniors will get involved and pledge a
small amount.
If you are interested in helping to
solicit, contact me, Leslie Greenslet, at
Box 880 or x3024.

anyway, and besides, who ever gets an
award this time of year? Here they are:
-The "Perpetual Generosity to
Students When They Probably Don't
Deserve It Award" goes to EHie, our
fearless mailperson. If I could make
her a saint instead of giving her this
crummy college newspaper award with
no prizes or engraved statues, you can
bet I would.
-The "World's Most Polite People
Under Five Feet Tall Award" goes to
all the children of Dallas and Imelda
Browne. As a matter of fact , it's kind
of embarassing how good Eldridge, La
Salle, Huey and Billy are—those kids
make all of us kids look pretty crass
by comparison.

-Speaking of children , The "How
Can Any Baby Possibly Be That Cute
Award" has to go to Bradley Harris,
thegoogoogaga guru who lives with his
parents Jill and Brent Harris in the
Mary Low apartment. I wonder if Jill
and Brent know that no one ever really goes to visit them, but just to look
at their beautiful kid.
-The "Over-concern With Literary
Mechanics Award" goes to Professor
Charles Bassett, who is the only professor who hands out a seven-page
written guide to students so they can
see, by matching the numbers to the errors, just how badly they write.
-The "Much More Likely to Survive
in the Real World than the Rest of Us

Leslie Greenslet

way-r-maybe most students. Certainly the Beaudoin editorial would encourage that. I believe that tests can offer a very positive feeling. I'm sure that
everyone has enjoyed the great feeling
of accomplishment that doing well on
a test gives you. Furthermore, I imagine that there are students who feel
much the way I did when I was an
undergraduate. When I felt that I knew
the material, I loved taking tests. It was
an ego trip—a chance to show my
fellow students and the professor that
I knew what was going on. Even if you

don't go into a test psyched, keeping
in mind the valid reasons why we give
them may make it slightly less painful.
Furthermore, it is not clear that some
of the papers which get written at three
o'clock in the morning the day they are
due represent the most positive environment for evaluation.
In conclusion , I would acknowledge
that tests aren't great , but they are at
least as good as the next best
alternative.
Chuck Grim
Department of Economics

went for abortions feeling that they
were solely responsible for their plight.
Athletes were implicated as prime candidates for the assaliant role and
athlete worshippers were cited as prime
candidates for the victim role.
I feel the need to point out that this
type of activity is far from the norm
and need not exist at all. Males and
females have coexisted in egalitarian
relationships for years, and , today,
seem to have more role models pointing towards shared responsibility for
decision-making than previous generations. There is an element of society
which promotes the macho male as the
only "true '' man , but there is at least
a significant counterbalancing segment
of "real" men who dine happily on
quiche and love women without
needing to dominate them.
As an athlete and a promoter of

athl etics, I would also like to dispel the
image of the male jock , beer mug in
one hand and a subjugated female in
the other. Although this image seems
to appear frequently in the media , in
reality such a snapshot often is the first
frame in a disaster movie. Athletes ,
both male and female , have a wonderful opportunity to find healthy outlets
for aggression , tension and their energy
which hopefully teaches respect for the
human body-their own as well as other
peoples '. My limited exposure to Colby students has allowed me to meet a
select group of people who seem alert
to their personal social needs and who
hopefully will not fall prey to social
pressures which run contrary.
Rob Pfeiffer
Athletics
for the Sexual Harassment Committee

Ra pe

Wendy Laph am award s Colby 's unsung heroes
Wendy Lapham
Most of the time awards are given
to worthy recipients at the end of the
academic year. I think it 's time we
changed that and at the same time
recognized some heroes who have contributed so much to our fine college but
still remain unsung. Therefore, I am
hereby establishing my own set of
awards for outstanding achievements
at Colby College. I am the only judge,
and there are no prizes or engraved
statues. In fact , the recipients gel
nothing but recognition by me in the
Colby Echo. Who wants an Oscar
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Days Except We're in Foss Award"
goes to the sponsors of Bison Night
held last Saturday.
-The "How to Make Friends and Influence People Award" to Coach Raymond , for his fine sense of etiquette
and poise both on and off the court.
Maybe by next year my awards will
be so coveted that I will in fact be able
to give prizes, or even scratch a name
or two into the surface of a statue or
two. Or maybe I'll win the Pulitzer
Prize and forget about giving awards
to anyone else. Talk about unsung
heroes.
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Award" goes to the Freshman class,
who seem better dressed, better looking, and better equipped with computer
software than any other group of
students ever seen on this campus.
-The "Helen Keller Award for
Outstanding Commitment to Social
Change" is presented to the Colby
Board of Trustees for their daring decision to put off divestment until I've
graduated and been out of Colby for
an entire year.
-The "Riches to Rags to Riches
Award" to the founders of Glacier
Skiwear Co., Ir_c, who are such nice
guys they'd give you the coats off their
backs for only $125.00.
-The "It's Just Like the Good 'Ole

i

I CALL x 3068

ask for MARR
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Kiss of the Sp ider Woman : A Un ique Love Story
J. Bond

"Kiss of the Spider Woman " is a
love story.
•
It is the story of two men, one a
homosexual, the other a, revolutionary,
who are cellmates in a South American
prison. Absolute opposites , the only
thing they have in common is their internment and the ' cruelty of time.
Molina, the homosexual, attempts to
escape the con finemen t of his cell by
telling the stories of old movies he has
seen. At fi rst repulsed by his Nazi propaganda films , Valentin , the . revolutionary , is soon drawn into these tales
as his relationship with Molina begins
to develop.
The dynamic of their relationship is
profound. At first it is Molina who appears to be the weaker character , condemned by Valentin for his lack of
masculinity. But later in the film , when
Valentin falls ill, Molina demonstrates
that he is capable of being stronger as

a woman than his cellmate is as a man.
And thus, the film establishes the arbitrary nature of gender , and suggests
that men and women are a synthesis of
the characteristics typically attributed
to either sex.
The film is centered primarily
around relationships but the backdrop
of politics .continues to persist
throughout. It is the political aspect of
the story which makes it tragic. The
two men grow more and more dependent on one another , and it is this love
of sorts which culminates in self
sacrifice. Clearly this is the theme .of
the movie, and is portrayed not only
in the reality of the cell, but also in the
plot of Molina 's movies. Nothing is
purer than a selfless action.
Hurt is exquisite as Molina , effeminate and yet appealing, th e way h e
struts around the cell weaving his tales
is mesmerizing. Raul Julia also provides a solid , consistant performance,
and plays niceley against Hurt 's
character. Braga is both silent and

Ha

sullen in her performance and one
Dialogue in the film is often heavy,
begins to conclude that it was Baben- weighed down in meaning. It is rare
co's intention to portray women as that you find Molina and Valentin
apolitical , thoroughly wrapped up in engaged in conversation just about the
emotion.
weather. That is not to say that the film
The use of color in this film is at all takes itself tocLseriously; this.is
unusual and exciting. The prison cell obiously not the case. The many
is cast in pale blues and grays while the dream-like sequences in Molina 's Nazi
dream-like film sequences take on an film are clearly poking fun at the abold time movie black and white/green surdity of not only that genre of film
caste. The only real contrasting color but also the Nazi movement. What is
I comes in the last sequence which por- rare is any lightheartedness in the
trays the island of the Spider Wooman , scenes which take place in the prison
one of Molina's movies. It is in this cell and at times this makes "Kiss of
'5 scene that colors transform into the the Spider Woman " a heavy film.:
sharpest contrasts of the film. In
The final sequence of the film in
general , the color in the film some ways is dissonant with the rest of
5 manipulates us suliminally, pulling us the movie. For the most part , the.film
deeper and deeper into the tragedy of takes place in the cell , and it makes
" & Valentin and Molina 's eventual fate. ]Kiss
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Raul Julia (Valentin) and William Hurt (Molina) come to terms with each other in "Kiss of
the Spider Woman ".

From Bob Barke r to creative writin g

by Carolyn Rhodes
Senior Scholars, Grant Rice and
Wendy Lapham, read from their works
of creative writings Sunday evening in
a crowded Coffeehouse. By sharing
their creative endeavors, they revealed not only that the artist does exist at
Colby, but they also charged the atmosphere with creative energy.
As Senior Scholars , Rice and
Lapham are nearing the pinacle of their
creative writing careers at Colby. Having exhausted all of Colby's formal
writing courses, they are now working
independently with faculty advisors.
The project is a yearly one in which
scholars earn six credits each semester.
In addition to their writing efforts, they
attend three classes. The objective of
this program is to develop a collection
of works which will be submitted to a
board for review and subsequently
displayed in the library .
The realit ies of s uch ex t ensive
creativity are summed up by Rice who
says he spends many "frustrating and
angry hours at the typewriter. " As a
poet , Rice tells of the cycles in which
lie works, spending sometimes as many
as six hours a day in uninterrupted
spans of writing. It's a learning thing, "
he explains, As a poet. Rice sees life
as conflicts and poetry as a means to
work out life 's riddles. Yet these conflicts are not worked out by "sheer inspiration ," according to Rice. "There
is no such thing as the man who sits
and writes great poems. One must
work at it, improve his craft. Once you
learn h ow t o wri t e, then you arc better abl e t o add ress the con f lic t s ," he
says. "Like TV, you get hooked oh it ,"

he adds.
Often the efforts are draining as Rice
begins working at 8 am , usually writing
for three hours. Exhausted by midmorning, sometimes he and Lapham
watch Bob Barker host the "Price is
Right. " "He's wonderful!" says Rice.
"He makes you feel like you are someone," adding that "for every Bob
Barker in the world , there is a poet.
Anyone is better than Bob Barker ,"
Rice says. When involved in writing
and creating at this level, he feels that
self-doubt is inevitable .
In addition to his poetry , Rice
studies Freudian literature, attends an
American Studies seminar, and teach es
creative writing at Waterville Junior
High.
Although he has been writing
diligently for the past six years, Rice
claims he has yet to write a poem. His
current work is in the "developing
stage," explained Rice. "Someday I
hope my work s will be p ol ished enough
to be called poetry, " says Rice.
Lapham, who is piecing t oget her a
manuscrip t f or a short novel, feels
much th e same s t resses o f w hi ch Rice
speaks. "There is such a tremendous
amount of p ressure , it almos t weig hs
me down. Sometimes 1 just want to
walk awny from it ,b ut Ican 't," she
confides , Always unable to be fully objective about writing is often distressing. "The process is a slow one," says
Lapham. "I write a lot , but end up usin g only a little, " she explains.
Despite the inherent frustration ,
Lapham feels that writin g this
manuscri pt , which was originally
outlined to be only a series of short

stories, has granted her freedom she
had not found in any other genre. Feeling confined in poetry, still restricted
in short stories, she finds the short
novel to be the most satisfying form of
expression. There is much more room
in which to work in that every "word
does not have to be so valuable as in
poetry," she says.
Lapham has also discovered in her
progression that her writing has
become a more intrinsic part of her
life. Over the summer, she recall s ,
"writing became more serious than it
had been in the past." She speaks of
Page, 12
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Stu-A f ilmsreviewed
Gallipoli

by Doug Scalise
Peter Weir of "Witness" fame
directs the powerful Australian film
"Gallipoli." Set during World War I,
it is about the Australian troops'
assault on Turkish-held positions. One
of Australia 's finest films, "Gallipoli"
stars the superb Mel Gibson.
"Gallipoli" will be presented tonight
at 7.pm and 9:15 pm in Lovejoy 100.
'
The Shining
Stanley Kubrick' s adaptation of
"The Shining, " Stephen King 's
haunted house novel, will be showing
in ' Lovejoy 100 Friday and Saturday
nights at 7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. The
film tells the story of the Torrance
family. Dad (Jack Nicholson) is a
writer who claims that he is looking for

:—

a quiet ,place to work; Mom (Shelly
DuVall) has no apparent interests other
than her family 's welfare. Their son
(Danny Lloyd) has an angelic face and
a sweet spirit. He also possesses the
gifts of precognition and telepathy
which are not evidence of demonic
possession, rather these are defense
mechanisms developed by a mind
desperately reaching for weapons
against the father 's erratic befiavior.
While in the novel the evil is in the
house, the source of evil in the filnj is
in Nicholson 's psychosis. Nicholson 's
brilliantly crazed performance sustains
the audience throughout the film, even
though his role is hugely unsympathetic. "The Shining"is yet another
masterpiece by the director who
brought audiences "2001" and "Dr.
Strangelovc. "

:

Oscar nominating p erf ormances f or
Close and Bridges in 'Jagged Edge'
by Jolin Moore

A perfect murder or crazed carving?
A slaying so viscious and hicnous that
one would think only a demented
mons ter could have committed this
type of violation of . the body. Which
is it? A calculated murder motivated
by the gain of money ,or a d erranged
loonie inspired by little voices at night?
These are the questions raised by the
"Jagged Edge", a tightly woven
thriller starring Jeff Bridges and Glenn
Close. It is no surprise that the acting
Is suberb as Close and Bridges are com-

ing off Oscar nominatin g performances in 1984 for their work in "The
Natural" an d "Starman " respectively. Bridges and Close create bcleivnblc
ch arac t ers , h e as a d evasta t ed hus band
ancl she as a defense altorney . Together
the actors form the heart and soul of
"Jagged Edge" as the audience cares
wha t happens to each.
When Peg Forrester goes one on one
with n six inch serrated knife and loses,
her husband Jack (Bridges) is charged
with mur der,
, Themotiy c , sp the. police say, is that

Jack inherits all of his late wife's immense wealth. Jack Forrester hires an
attorney, Close, for the ensuing courtroom battle of People vs. Forrester.
In t he cour t room th e audi ence is t he
j ury. The viewer sees,the evidence and
heasrs the testimony and must make a
decision. Did Jack Forrester murder
his wife? It is this question thnt remains
throughout the movie, unanswered until the sha ttering end. It is the many
questions and riddles of the movie that
moves "Jagged Edge" Interestin g and
rivctlnc.

Benef it f or MS

Cheesy Rock and Roll— 'It 's All Done With Mirr ors ' ...

by Carolyn Rhodes

In early October, "It 's All Done
with Mirrors" played to a crowd in a
local bar and to the surprise of many,
this was their first performance. A
band of five Colby students, and one
full time member, they have a distinctive "cheesy rock and roll" sound.
The band has an unique beginning
recalls drummer, Ricky. In September
he arranged a gig at.T. Woody 's, yet
as the show time drew near, he realized that the band he had arranged was
defunct. After rounding up a few
guitarists vocals and a pianist, they
jammed a bit and found themselves
playing before a very ' enthusiastic
crowd in the Waterville lounge.
The musicians Ricky found for the
engagement were: Marcus Roper, base;
David Trainer, guitar; Gary DeAngelo,
piano and vocals; Scudder Kelvie, percussion , and Peter Wilde, rhythm
guitar.
Basically, they are just playing to
have fun in their spare time. They
thrive on a wild, lively crowd as much
as they enjoy playing up the stage.
While reaping profits is not of great
concern, Ricky admits "we're looking
to play". The drummer adds, "it helps
to pay the rent, fund equipment, and
ok, a case of beer after the show. '^
Their music is simple, rock and roll
in the tradition of the Grateful Dead,
Neil Young, the Beatles, and a smattering of remnants from the 70's. Their
own unique style is "emotional,
energetic, and euphoric—the three E's
and a bit of cheese," describes Trainer.
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'Its all Done with Mirrors' Gary DeAngelo, Ricky, Pete r W il de, Dave Trainer and Marcus
Roper. The band recently played T. Woody's and will play The Barn, Skowhegan on Friday
a nd Foss , Saturday. Missing from the photo is band member Scudder Kelvie.
As the band is loosely structured , they
spend only the time prior to
engagements in practice. Jamming and
improvising is at the heart of their
music , and curiously enough it was
their whimsical rendition of the Sesame
Street theme song which marked their
Waterville debute with instant success.

This Saturday at Foss

Pianist DeAngelo explains that during a break at T. Woody 's, he was
merely having fun by picking out the
notes to the song (he heard it all summer when his niece watched the
familiar children's program) when he
discovered to his astonishment that the
guitarist had picked up the tune as well.

Once more, another member knew the
lyrics. Much to their dismay, the piece
was well received by an enthusiastic
audience.
Likening themselves as something
"more than a Colby band", they are
serious in that their regional appearances out number their Colby

engagements. For instance, they will be
playing the Barn in Skowhegan, this
Friday . They also have dates set for
Sugarloaf, local bars, and hope to tour
some of the Maine colleges. Managing
their act is Chris Shank, Maine acclaimed reggae disc jockey from
WTOS. Shank helps the band with
bookings and arrangements. They rent
much of the heavier equipment, soundboard and microphones, from Doug
Wainoris (Downhome Music, Fairfield).
Though they have a particular sound
which caters to off campus clientel,
they enjoy playing on campus and have
been popular in the past. DeAngelo
stresses that "most of the people at
Colby are rather middle of the road."
Another member adds, "they like to
dance alot. " Ricky explains that they
adapt their music to the situation, making it more boppy, danceable. While
students are very eager to hear them,
the band wonders if the students appreciate the true sense of the music.
' 'We want to get people into rock and
roll as it used to be—in it's roots", says
Ricky. "We're not conscious about
making a statement. We do it by accident because its fun ," the drummer
continued. Though the bard has not
made much of its original work, usually it is restricted to solos, they intend
to emphasize it more in the future.
Some "surprises are planned" so
look for them this Friday, in
Skowhegan, or Saturday, in Foss when
they team up with the "Pality
Meister's" for a MS benefit and some
"cheesy rock and. roll."

vs. Money, Chicks, and Beer - 'Pahty Meisters'

by Carolyn Rhodes
The 'Pahty Meisters' are an "ahtsy "
foursome realing through their Colby
years making music, creating havoc
and pocketing a few bucks to boot.
Billed as the "David Lee Roth of the
band," is Tony Steiker. Having no raw
musical talent, Steiker does not play an
instrument save for the tamborine.
Steiker is the "gimic" says Peter
Voscamp, drummer. Stew MacLehose,
the band's most ingenious member
plays base. On guitar is Michael Vasquez. Though they have distinctive interests and philosophies about life and
music , they all share the same.zest for
fun and money, not .to mention
"chicks and beer. " "'
Their brand of music is genuine rock
and roll , spanning all of its genres.
"Our styles range from Led Zepplin to
Michael Jackson: Buddy Holly to
Motorhead; and the future promises
such prime acts as the Go-Go's.
Occasionally their music is original ,
but writing and performing their own
pieces is not quite "their thing. "
MacLehose says, "that's too serious
for us...it almost hurts to play. "
Adds Voscamp, "We're just an
'ahtsy ' band. "
"Actually we 're more like impressionist paintings on stage," continues
Steiker. Few people realize that in
every impressionist painting there is
hidden an axc-inurdercr , usually concealed behind a bush. " He points to
the Monet hanging in the corner. It
depicts a woman dressed in a sheath of
white, standing before a bed of crimson roses. "The axe murderer is standing behind the roses," he explains.
"Impressionist art is violenceI" reveals
the "gimic. "

With a sudden twinge of insight mixed with cynicism, Voscamp admits that
"for some goons we're just objects to
throw things at, make fun of. We're
really here to milk the school of as
much money as " possible. Plus, t h ey
I(the college) should support us." With
Ithe present social life, or lack thereof ,
ithe band feels that they are playing an
active role in the lessening of the social
vacuum. Yet , "we're given the go
'round" according to Voscamp. The
'entourage is forced to practice in of ail
]places, the chapel basement. Bixler 's
1bandroom is unsuitable as it is placed
directly over the music library. The
"pew building " will not be acicomodating either , explains Voscamp.
Without any real practice area , th ey
simply roam about the campus in
search of fans.
As for their futures , they dream of
musical success in some of the world s
premier bands. Steiker is perhaps the
most ambitious in his pursuit of
Michael Stipe's position in REM.
Voscamp, more subdued in his ideals ,
hopes to eventually pair up with the
"pina colada king, Ruppert Holmes."
MacLehose and Vasquez, the more
humble of the two, both want to make
their homes in J ersey City. "We wanna be janitors ," they both explain. The
two guitarists will continue to play, only if it pays off—money and beer, and
"girls " adds MacLehose, sheepishly.
Agreei ng on one thing, they all want
to see the styles of the 1970's revived ,
bell bottoms and all.
The "Pahty Meisters ," Colby's
"sleeping giant " will be belting out
some of their rock and roll at Foss
Saturday night. Joining them will be
"Its All Done with Mirrors ".
i
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The Pahty Meisters' Tony Steiker, David Lee Roth , Peter Vascamp, and Mike Vasquez.
Missing Stew Maclehase. The band will play Foss Saturday night.
For each of the members, the band
has different meanings. * 'For me, says
Voscamp, "its two hours of sweat each
performance. " For Tony its two hours
of "delight in exhibitionism. " For
Mike its basically the "sheer musical
enjoyment of playing an instrument/'
Finally for Stew, its pretty serious.. He
"likes to practice. " It 's the end of the

show that makes everything worthwhile. "
Basically, we're into picking up
chicks , and drinking beer. K,B. beer.
It' s an Australian import ," injects
Steiker.
Money is the bottom line. It is
Steiker who unfolds the harsh realities
of th e music man's world. "W h en

'Th e Alarm ' rul es Boston

by Mlk« llowlds
but two songs from the new record. with a steady rhythm section and driv"The Alarm " ruled Bost on las t They 're looking to the future, not in g guitars from Larrivn and Steve
Saturday, in iheir first concert there in restin g on past successes.
Huf steter (they had showed the week
"Curzndos," a Los Angeles b and , before that they 're quite ca p abl e o l
almost a year. The current tour is well
wor t h t he wait , however, ns is th e new played an opening set that was "sort headlining Boston clubs).
al bum "Strength ," which was the of l ike the St ones meet Rick y Ricnrd o
"The Alarm " took the stage to frenfocus of the show. The band played on drugs," to quote leader Tito Lar- zied audience response with two hard
two songs from their first LP, half of rivn. They played rootsy garage rock , , hitting new songs. "Knjf cclgp" and
their hit debut- '(Declaration '!and.all. '. like their local lilt "Motorcycle dlrl, " ' ALARM
P(iKC l2

given
between integrity and
money...money wins ", Steiker says
frankly.
"No, its our f ans! Wc need our
Fansl* ' retorts the idealistic Voscamp.
"No, its money\ " Steiker affirms ,
bringing the drummer back to earth.
"We're musical prostitutes. We'll sell
any ounce of integrity for cash."
.
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Noonday violin recital "Dawn Chorus," before reaching back
Scott Cole, '86 for the biting "Where Were You
12:30 Chapel Hiding When the Storm Broke?"Lead
singer Mike Peters shone on "Spirit of
Lohne's Fund Benefit '76," the central tune on the new
Brahms , Duppler , Schubert album, before breaking into "Blaze of
and Fauve de Devolt Glory,'' a stirring theme of nonviolent
8:00, Given Auditorium $3.00 resistance which he dedicated to Bono
of U2. The group clearly wanted to
"Lies M y Father concentrate on their new material.
»
Toli Me "Decide," "Strength," "The Day the
AV Room Miller Libra ry 7:00
Ravens Left the tower," "Absolute
"Gallipoli" Reality , " and "Walk Forever by My
Lovejoy 100 7 & 9:15 Side" proved that the new LP is their
best effort to date.
"The Shining " 7 &
Throughout the show Peters incited
9:15 the crowd to stand up and dance in
Lovej oy 100 spite of the overzealous "Security"
"Lysistrata " Force. Few bands are as dedicated to
Strider Theater 8:0O pm
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the commons presidents. Until very
recently, virtually all off-campus
students had been uninformed regarding their status as members, said

Michael Ashley, Mary Low Common president, has seen to it that offcampus members of Mary Low Common received stickers in the mail.

These stickers are to be affixed to the
student 's identification card and shall
mtitle that person to the benefits of beng a Mary Low Common member.

finding herself deluged with creative
impulses which seem to come at the
wrong time, for example, in the supermarket, or in lectures. In a sense this
project , her writing, has become a very
important part of her life.
, Finally, Lapham hints at the stagnant atmosphere which persists at Colby. There are talented artists here, but
the lack of interaction among them

Lapham.
With more poetry and fiction
readings and student art exhibits in the

Coffeehouse, she hopes that the artists
will be drawn together as they ought
to be in a college community.

Writers
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played forceful guitar and sang his bitter commentary on the senselessness of
war; he also did a slide guitar duet with
Dave Sharp on "Howling Winds. "
Sharp, accurately introduced by Peters
as "one of the fastest developing
guitarists in the world today ," played
stinging leads and strong, rhythmns
while singing valuable harmony vocals,
Later highlights included the rousing "The Chant (Has. Just Begun)"
after which the Alarm left triumphantly and were pulled back by thunderous
applause to tear through "Decla.ralion ." "Mar ching On " and " T he
Stand" (a warning against government
paranoia) before closing with a fervent
reading of "Knockin ' On Heaven 's
Door. "

Off Campus
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their listeners as are "The Alarm. "
Peters constantly talked to the cro-wd
and encouraged them to help the group
sing. In terms of excellent songs,
talented execution and intimacy with
the audience, the Alarm tied U2 for the .
lest concert I've ever participated in.
Few bands have their talent so equally shared among their members. Peters
not only proved himself a very emotional singer and charismatic leader but
also added expressive guitar and harmonica. Drummer Nigel Twist never
showed off but contributed musical
ideas to each song and did an incredihie drumroll for the frantic anthem
against despair, "Sixty Eight Guns."
Peters played fluid bass on "Third
Light" while bassist Eddie McDonald

:'

stifles their development.Lapham cites
the student neglect of the museum and
low attendance at theatrical and
musical preformances as prime examples of the students disinterest in
culture. When this "mainstream attitude" is coupled with the "very real
vein of competition which runs
through the campus," the artist at Colby is indeed "isolated," according to
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The U.S. Government
Printing- Office has put
together a new catalog of the
Government's bestselling
books. Books like The Space
Shuttle at Work, Cutting
Energy Costs , Infant Care, .
National Park Guide and
Map, Federal Benefits for
Veterans and Dependents,
The Back- YardMechanic ,
Merchandising Your Job
Talents, and Starting a
Business. Find out what
Government books are all
about. Send for your free
catalog
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New Catalog

Post Office Box 37000
Washington , D.C. 20013

PeoplesHeritageBank is
pleased to announce the open-
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Banking
Center. I
J
Located in the lobby of the
new student center, Instacard
allows you to withdraw from
and deposit to your accounts)
at participating banks*
All you need is a bank card
from one of the following
institutions.
Local Instacard Members:
¦• Peoples HeritageBank
• Kennebec Savings Bank
• Key Bank
• Maine Savings Bank
• Merrill Bank
Plus System Members:
• Casco Northern Blank
• Many out-of-state banks
ky tQday and see
^j *Wsu^toP
-CVJ nyjr f^how convenient
y£i bankin g can be.
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5i Sponsored by
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* At this time , deposits are only allowed for Instacard member banks, and not Plus System members,

Self - examination key to cancer detection

In recent years there has been a concerted effort by the medical profession
and associated groups to have all of us
take, a more active part in our own
health maintenance. Part of this effort
has been to educate the public to
recognize early signs and symptoms of
serious diseases. An excellent example
of this education is the "push" to have
all women do routine, monthly breast
self-examination to check for signs of
breast cancer and other breast diseases.
Hovever , a similar type of selfexamination recommended for men *
testicular self-examination, has not
received the same degree of public
education effort despite its importance.
Testicular cancer is the fourth most
frequent cause of cancer deaths in men
between ages 15 and 35 years. About
5000 cases per year are found. This is
not a large number but it accounts for
12 percent of all cancer deaths in young
men. After the age of 40 years, the
i disease is much less common!A history
of a testicular inflammation (orchitis)
from mumps or of an inguinal hernia
may increase the risk of testicular
cancer. By far the greatest risk factor
appears to be a testicle that has not fully descended into the scrotum. This

condition should be corrected in any
man under the age of 50 years to
reduce the risk of testicular cancer.
The American Cancer Society
recommends a monthly testicular selfexamination. The examination is very
simple. It is most easily done when the
scrotal skin is relaxed so immediately
after a warm shower or bath is best.
Each testicle is carefully examined between the thumb and fingers of both
hands in a rolling fashion . The signs
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Introduction to the Caribbean: Physical and Social Geograp hy
Geological and Ecological Processes: Principles and Field Techn iques
Environmental Problems and Resource Management
Environmental Impact Resea rch Pro ject
Advanced Diving and Unde rwater Photography ( Optional)

Fairleigh Dickinson University—New Jersey 's largest private university—also offers regular
summer and fall semester programs at its West Indies Laboratory. Fox more information, complete
th is coupon or call (201) 460-5173.
CLIP AND MAIL TO: Office of Overseas Progr ams . Fairleig h Dickinso n University ,
155 Montross Avenue, Rutherford, N.J. 07070
Please send me more information about FDU's accredited programs at its West Indies Laboratory
in St. Croix, the U.S. Virgin Islands for the following semesters:
HI
? Spring 1986 (Environmental Studies)
Hj ll ^H
¦
¦
D Summer 1986 (Field Camp Studies)
9 J §8 I •
mm MaamW^kW
P Fall 1986 (Marine Biology Studies)

FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY

.. .. -. .. ... .. .y rT TTn r

1 Thaw out
under
Caribbean
j Island
sunshine. We 'll
jet
8 you there (and back!) for
5 $189. For
details ,
call
punhitch
at
(212)864-2000 .
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a full term of upper-level courses taught by expert British faculty combined
with a 9-week internship in your future career area. Sessions run Spring,
Summer, and Fall for each Programme listed below:
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BUSINESS/ECONOMICS

JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATIONS

• Intern In British and Multinational firms, banks,

• Intern for local British newspapers, magazines,TV
and radio st ati ons, PR and advertising firms

•Coursework In European Economics and
International Business.

• Coursework in British Media, Advertising and PR
practices In England, The Foreign Correspondent:
Covering London,

brokerages

.

i

LEGAL STUDIES

• Intern with barristers, solicitors, lobbying groups,

and in legal departments of British and
international firms
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Courses offered at the West Indies Lab are accepted for credit by over 200 U.S. colleges and
universities. And for your convenience, we'll provide you with specially designed information
for your academic adviser at your college to determine course equivalency.
Environmental Science is the focus of the spring 1986 curr iculum , which begins February 3
and ends May 16. You can earn from 16 to 18 credits by enrolling in the following courses:
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Spend your spring '86 semester earning college credits with a highly motivated group of students
and faculty at Fairleigh Dickinson University's West Indies Laboratory in St. Groix, the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
FDU's West Indies Laboratory is the only year-round Caribbean field station for undergraduate
and graduate studies sponsored by an American university. The Lab is a recognized center for
tropical and environmental research.
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cent for cases that are found and
treated early. Therefore , any method
that allows men to detect possible
malignant changes to one of their
testicles is of immense value. The monthly performance of testicular selfexamination is so simple that it should
become a routine health maintenance
habit of every young man.
(Ann Norsworthyis a physicians' assistant associated with the Garris onFoster Health Center.)
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sense to really go no further than the
confines of the prison walls. Taking the
film out into the "real world" gives it
almost an action movie flavor. This is
not an action film; it is much more intimate and internal than that. Perhaps
it was Babenco's intention to convey
the isolation and loneliness of the outside world by contrasting it sharply
with the rest of the film. In any case,
the last ten minutes of the film seem
incongruent and somehow unnatural ,
leaving the audience wondering why
the film ends the way that it does.
Unquestionably, it is the most interesting film to come out in American
cinema in a very long time. Bridging
the gap between the concrete and the
imagined , "Kiss of the Spider
Woman " creatively dances upon the
screen, making the audience care about
its characters and their tragic fate.

-HI

the problem.
The type of treatment and the cure
rate for testicular cancer depends on
the particular type of cancerous tumor
that develops and how advanced the
disease is when treatment begins.
Surgery is required to remove the
cancerous testicle. This may be followed by either radiation therapy or
chemotherapy if needed. The
American Cancer Society quotes a fiveyear survival rate of close to 100 per-
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ana symptoms of testicular cancer may
vary but include: slight enlargement of
one testicle, increasing hardness to a
testicle, and a mass or lump in the
scrotum or on the testicle. Pain in the
scrotum, groin, lower abdomen or
back may occur wijh these changes. If
a man find s any such changes to his
testicles or scrotum, he should see a
physician or health practitioner. Further examination and tests may be
needed to determine if cancer is indeed
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• Intern with Members of Parliament, campaign
and local officials, pressure groups
•Coursework' in British Government, International
Relations, .
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3eo Huntington Ave., Bpston MA 02115 Phone contact:, (617) 437-3980,437^70

Bowdoin loss
ends season

5

by Denis Foley
The Bowdoin Polar Bears invaded
Seavem's field last Saturday, before an
estimated crowd of 1 700 homecoming
supporters . The Bears left Waterville
with their twelfth CBB title in 21 years,
defeating the Mules by a 24-0 count.
The loss concluded Colby 's season at
0-8. The team could only manage 44
points of offense all season , an all-time
low.
The Colby defense played extremely well, allowing only 10 first half
points , but the offense sputtered and
was shut out for the third consecutive
game.
Bowdoin was led by sophomore
tailback Gregg Bohannon , who gain-
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Frances Hodsoil squares of-f against the Bowdoin offensive line last Saturday. The
Mules were beaten 24-0 to conclude their winless season.
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Gene DeLorenzo looking forward
to another successful season
by Rick Hastings
Coach Gene DeLorenzo welcomes
ten returnees back as Colby Women 's
Basketball seeks to defend its ECAC
New England Division III title. Four
letterwinners have been lost from
1984-85's 18-7 team. The women hope
to continue their tradition of excellence
that has seen them wir'78 games and
three major championships in the past
four years.
The team leaders this year will be cocaptains Beth Staples and Karen Jodin.
Staples, currently nursing a pulled
muscle, is a heady player who adds
poise and stability to a strong frontcourt. Jodin led the team in rebounding last year and was second in
scoring,
She was an All-New England selection for her efforts . She has a career
total of 786 points, and is a good bet
to join Patt Valuanez, Kay Cross, and
Therese Langlois as the only women in
Colby history to reach the 10O0 point
plateau .
Jodin has developed into a fine all
around player, as DeLorenzo stated ,
"She has improved her defense every
year that she's been here. She has
played three different spots for us ,and
has shown a fine ability to score from
either inside or out. "
The co-captains can rely on a strong
supporting cast which includes point
guards Carol Anne Beache and Pam
Hoyt, forwards Lisa Collet. Sue Whitt urn, Brenda Oilman , and centers
Susan Hardy and Lisa Hathaway.
Hardy is studying in England currently and will not jo in the team until
second semester.
Five foot five inch sophomore Nancy Pare, a York Beach native, may
have the finest outside shooting touch
on the team ,and will be cal led up on
of ten to loosen up a zone defense and
keep the opposition honest.
Newcomers include sophomores
Heidi Irving (an All-Maine high school
selection two years ago), and Kelly
Marchet ti, and frcsli woman Lisa
Troegcr, a six foot two inch center
from California. Each of these players,
t hough new to t he sy stem , offers even
more talent to an already talented
group.

DeLorenzo hopes to "continue the
success which has been so great . The
women's basketball program at Colby
is used to winning, and hopefully that
ingredient will go a long way to help
this team."
Losing four letterwinners "presents
an exciting challenge for both the
coach arid the students .There will be
a greater opportunity for people to
play this year, and there is a lot of competition at every position to determine

who will play. But the competition is
healthy for them."
DeLorenzo cites a home game
against Salem State, and a road trip to
UMO as the biggest tests for his squad.
The team opens its season on Friday,
November 29 at 5:45 in Wadsworth
Gymnasium. As DeLorenzo points
out, "Any support which the Colby
community can show us is helpful and
very much appreciated.*'

Guy Prescott , Francis Hodsoil , and
Tony Edstrom played well defensively for the Mules. Replacement quarterback Dave McCauley and Jamie
Arsenault led the offense. Steve McCue
punted well, filling in for the injured
Eric Sullender.
Although the Colby football team
did not have many highlights in this
dismal season , the squad can look forward to next year , when the many inexperienced players can be expected to
contribute heavily .

Sports quiz

i C

XI

ed 101 yards and scored two
touchdowns on the day. Quarterback
Rich Fennel completed 13-27 passes to
aid the Bear attack .

1. Which National League baseball team has the most combined victories in
the past two seasons?
A) Pittsburgh Pirates
B) New York Mets
C) Los Angeles Dodgers
D) Houston Astros
2. Who was the first person to lead the major leagues in homeruns , runs batted
in , and triples in the same year. Was it?
A) Buddy Biancalana
B) George Brett
C) Jim Rice
D) Sidd Finch
3. Which NBA player has the highest career scoring averages in all-star games?
Is it:
A) Greg Kite
B) Oscar Robertson
C) Julius Erving
D) Pat Ewing
4. Who was the last team to boast four 50O yard rushers in the same season?
Was it:
A) New England Patriots
B) Colby College
C) Buffalo Bills
D) San Diego Chargers
5. Who was the first NBA player to break a backboard? Was it:
A) Darry l Dawkins
B) Charles Barkley .
C) Church "The Rifleman " Connors
D) Nate Archibald

Varsit y, alumni square off in grudge match 1 Z
. .. _.
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Grins vicKers(2U) battles Bin Macindwar for a loose ban in
last Saturday 's alumni basketball game. The alumni withstood
... .
a last minute rally by the Mules and .won 77-76; ,

unris uoie(33; leaps over Matt Barry ana i-ioy lj ow ror a snort
jumpahot In first hall action,

Rugby nipped by Polar Bears

by Kevin Mead
Cheered by crowds of thousands on
Runnals pitch, high above the grounds
of Colby, the White Moose of Colby
rugby gave a valiant last push last
Saturday losing a 12-10 squeaker to the
Polar Bears of Bowdoin. Throughout
the bone-crushing contest , Colby looked as if it could pull it out, only to have
its hopes dashed on the final game of
the season to the evil empire of Maine's
safety school.
Led by four point scores by team
captain and spiritual leader, Greg "She
got class" Maheras, and David "Hand
of vaseline" Rand , and a two point
conversion by Nut T. Ned Scheetz, the
Moose "outplayed the brutes" but
"lost on a few close calls," said alumni Chip "I'm the ref" Rooney.
"What they needed were a few brain
dead alumni to even the score," said
the jobless Rooney.
"While Bowdoin was bigger, uglier,
and a lot less fun at cocktail parties,"
said team captain/cripple Michael
"She hits harder than you do" Allen,
the All Mayflower Hill Scrum lead by
club president Kevin "Facist " Mead
and his partners in crime, Gary "Naked strutt " Hills, Tom "Helicopter"
McCallum , Jamie "GQ" Stahl ,
Charles ' 'Head o'fed" Clippert , Paul
"She doesn't know I'm alive" Gallant,
Tris "Technicolor yawn" Korten, and
Web "Scar face" Fletcher pushed the
Maine safety school back at least 100
SAT points.
Maheras, in his sixth year at Colby,
provided the inspiration which AllSkowhegan backs needed this year
playing their toughest schedule ever as
a warm-up to the age-old rivalry with
Bowdoin. Supported by Peter "High
Life Murphy, Rick "Whose date is
she" Bernard , Chuck "I can take it"
Devin , "Skip to " Mlu "Torpedo "
Kwini, Rand, Sheetz, and Maheras.the
All-Mayflower Hill backs played what
team mother, Mrs. Frisbee, called
"one heck of a game."
The Colby B-Ruggers emerged victorious against Bowdoin, under the
tutelage of four year men Phil
"Cabot " Philbrick , and Hank
"Pipecleaner "Kingsley, aided by Ken
"Speedy Gonzalas" Cinder , George
"Where's Margi" Padula , Jon "NutBar " McBride, ard Todd "Too tall"
Wallingford .
The entire men's squad will take a
hiatus this spring due to medical
reasons and will vacation in the
coconut region of the coast , but will

re-emerge next fall to assert the team
as a dominant force in the greater
Maine region.

I

(Kevin Mead is thepresident of the Colby Rugby Foot ball
Club.)

Sports quiz
6. Which team holds the NFL record for most consecutive losses? Is it:
A) Miami Dolphins with three
B) Tampa Bay Buccaneers with twenty six
C) New Tork Giants with eight
D) New Orleans Saints' with fifteen
7. How many feathers are there in a badminton shuttlecock? Is it:
A) 14-16

B) 1-3
C) 58-60
D) None of the above/don 't care
& Who holds the Maj or League record for hitting into the most triple plays?
Is it:
A) Tommy Lasorda
B) Brooks Robinson
C) Mickey Mantle
D) Bob Uker
9. Who holds the NCAA career record for most points scored in basketball
games? Is it:
A) Jerry West
B) Pete Maravich
C) Zelmo Beatty
D) Paul Wagner
10. Who was the last person to moon the Puerto Rican natio.nal team at the
Pan-American games? Was it:
A) Peter Uberoth
B) Bobby Knight
C) Jack Nicholson
D) Spencer Haywood
11. What school did Bob Cousy coach after retiring from the Celtics? Was it:
A) Bowdoin
B) Boston College
C) Holy Cross
D) Maine Central Institute Post-grads
12. Where was most of the information for this quiz obtained? Was it:
A) Discovered by searching through old record books
B) Invented by paying close attention to all sports
C) Transcribed onto this paper by divine intervention
D) Blatantly stolen from a Trivial Pursuit game
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Chris Vickers and Bill Macindwar fight for a rebound, w hile
Matt Barry atte mpts to bloc k out Mike Marchetti in alumni
action. Roy Dow looks on from right.
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open 7 days a week:
Mon. -SaL 9:00 - 8:00
Sun.
11:00 - 5:00
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GIVE HIM BLAC K COFFEE. J\
THAT'LL SOBER HIM UP./?*-
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Surc .* n about five hours. Cold showcrsv ^/
<lon '1 work e'ther. Only time can get \\\y \
alcohol out of the system ,as the live/ v
V
metabolizes the alcohol. Slowly./
N.
There's no w_«y to hurry it. /
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Two Free 16 oz. Cokes
with any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
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do everything possible to make
sure that your hot , custom-made
pizza is delivered to your dorm
in less than 30
minutes.
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